
REPUTATION MANAGEMENT 101

Your presence on the Internet is critical to your success. Most
companies do not have a proactive strategy to maintain a

positive presence or deal with negatives that occur. They react or
panic.  Reputation management of your Web presence is becoming
an important topic.  Even USA Today ran a full page story recently
on this topic.  Our newest team member, Mark Sprague, knows a lot
about this topic and has written this paper for your edification.There are three

major components
required for a
proactive reputation
management
program.
Implementation of
these tasks will
provide you the
option to respond in
near real-time to
negative
commentary.

If your company is
operating in a social
ecosystem that is
generating an
enormous amount of
content and
commentary, it's
very easy to miss
negative content
until it's too late,
and you find
yourself in the
middle of a
firestorm.

The Internet provides innumerable opportunities to promote yourself, your
brand, your products and services. However, this empowerment works both
ways. You have nearly unlimited opportunity to promote to and interact with
customers, but your customers and potential customers have the same options as
well. They can praise you, or damn you. It's the latter that can set off a social
media firestorm that can influence search engine results in a very negative way.

The Internet makes it very easy for people to post negative comments about
you or your company. People will make comments from the anonymity of the
Internet that they would never say to your face. If this happens you will have to
deal with it in one of two ways. 

1. You can be prepared by proactively managing your reputation.

2. You can reactively manage your reputation and scramble to plug the
dike.

Preventative Measures

So, how do you deal with it? You've heard that the best defense is a good
offense. This holds true in war, and is certainly true when you are personally
under attack, or when your company is being maligned by individuals that can't
readily be identified. How do counter an offensive that comes out of left field?
You prepare beforehand — you make sure that you:

• Develop a robust content strategy. Good content gives you defensive
advantage.

• Understand how search engines work — the insight gives you advan-
tage.

• Proactively monitor your brand using alerting services and sentiment
detection tools. This allows you to respond to threats in real-time.

• Develop a competent SEO plan that allows you to quickly bury nega-
tive commentary.
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Before we get into the dynamics of these two approaches, let's take a step back
and examine some of these factors that impact your ability to manage your repu-
tation.

The Content Variable

It would be easy to look at this as just a search/SEO problem, but that would not
be entirely true. The most critical factor is whether you have a comprehensive
content strategy or not. Google is very clear about what it values in a website.
They like content-rich websites that provide high-quality consumer experiences.
Websites with sparse contents rarely do well in search results, and no amount of
SEO (even from the best SEO firms) will compensate for the lack of high-quali-
ty content. 

Negative Content

When you take a look at negative comments, they tend to be short blurbs of one
to two sentences, often not more than a paragraph. This, from a search engine's
perspective, is not really high-quality content in terms of content richness. If
there's not a lot of it, and it was posted at a low-quality/low traffic site, it may
never actually show up in search results that the public actually looks at (first
three search results pages). 

All bets are off if the comments are posted at high-quality/high traffic plat-
forms such as Twitter and Facebook. The probability that negative commentary
can spread from these platforms is much higher. 

Google, Bing and Yahoo will not remove negative commentary from their
search indexes just because you're annoyed. You can call, threaten and hire a
lawyer, but they will not do as you ask unless the information posted can aid in
the execution of a crime. The only type of information you can ask to be
removed from a website includes Social Security numbers, credit card numbers
and bank account numbers.

Social Content Strategy

A company might say that they don't care if they have a presence on LinkedIn or
Facebook, thinking it doesn't matter — because they won't generate any busi-
ness from these platforms. But this is a shortsighted view. Having a good com-
pany profile associated with all these platforms aids in generating a body of
positive content associated with your company. You may not earn a dime from
this effort, but it would be a good proactive exercise on your part to create a
presence on all the important social media platforms. 

For example, when you do a search on an individual's name you often see
LinkedIn and Facebook results on the first page. This is because LinkedIn,
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Twitter, and Facebook have a lot of authority associated with their domain, and
rank well in search results.

Rule-of-thumb: Commit to a comprehensive content strategy that is
developed and deployed on a scheduled basis.  If you don't commit to a
comprehensive content strategy that includes social media as well, you
will have a much harder time dealing with negative attacks.

The Nature of Search Technologies

The more you understand about search relevancy the better off you are when
making decisions about your social media, SEO and content strategies. For
example, it's the nature of search engines to ingest text — without text, search
engines are useless. Search engines are also borderline useless if there is very
little text to ingest. It's very hard for a search engine to figure out what you do if
your webpage has only three sentences on it. The existence of comprehensive
high-quality text on a page allows search engines to do a better job of determin-
ing what the page is all about — this is simply the nature of how search tech-
nologies work. This fact conceptually is what also makes it possible to minimize
the impact of negative commentary.

Common Words

One of the search variables that may impact you in a positive or negative way is
how common (or rare) the words are in your company name, product name or
personal name. For example, if your name is John Smith you have 68 million
search results available to you to mask a negative article. If you happen to be
named John Smyth there are only 1.45 million search results, which make it
much easier for negative commentary to float the top of search results. 

Rule-of-thumb: The rarer the words in your company or product
names, the harder it is to bury negative content. 

A second area where this concept comes to play is the recent trend where
startups string together a series of phonemes to make up an entirely new word.
Take the word Zoomflyt, it has 245 results in the Google index. With a company
name like this you will enjoy all the goodwill associated with building a brand
around it. The downside is there will be little other content while you are build-
ing your brand, and if anybody mentions something bad about your company
you will own that negative comment lock, stock and barrel in a very visible way. 

Regardless of how rare your keywords are they can be positively manip-
ulated if you have a content rich website and a well-developed social
media ecosystem in place.
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Search Results

Search engines generally will only list one search result from a domain. This in practice
means that if there are ten negative comments about your company in the index from
that site, nine of them will not show up in the search results display. In a case like this
you have to ensure that there are several comprehensive high-quality comments at the
website to compete with the negative comments showing up in the search results. This
is why responding to negative commentary is very important. If you take the high road
and say nothing — they win.

Google's Indexes

Google has many specialty indexes. The most widely used is called the universal index,
but they do have others that deal with:

• Breaking news — contains content that is tagged as news, but is removed after
24 hours.

• Local businesses

• Mobile 

• Images 

• Blogs

You will want to know if the negative commentary is in just a single index or in all
the indexes. For example, if the negative commentary was originally posted about a
company that is a local business, rather than a nationally known business, you will have
a different set of SEO requirements for dealing with that commentary.

Proactive Reputation Management

There are three major components required for a proactive reputation management pro-
gram. Implementation of these tasks will provide you the option to respond in near real-
time to negative commentary. These three components include a:

• Tracking program — collecting what is being said about you or your company
in near real-time. You also have the option to archive all this textual informa-
tion in a text database so that you can conduct future analyses.

• Data analysis — analyzing the data to detect negative sentiment and identify
other potential problems.

• Response — responding positively to the negative commentary does two
things. First, it shows your customers that you care about their problems, and
you're doing something about it. This helps to keep it from going viral. Second,
it increases the amount of positive content that is associated with your name in
the search engine index.
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In the long run it's easier and more cost effective to proactively manage your reputa-
tion. It's standard fare today for people to search for information about your company,
or about you personally. Employers, business partners and potential dating partners do
this routinely.

If something undesirable happens, the goal is to get on top of any negative content as
early as possible so that you can address the customer's concerns, and limit the fallout.
This is much easier to accomplish if you are proactively managing your reputation.

Alerts

Most people occasionally do searches on their own name, but do not do this in an orga-
nized way on a scheduled basis. If you fall into this class, negative comments about
you may take weeks or longer to come to your attention, giving the problem time to
fester and take on a life of its own. 

The very first thing you need to do is set up an alert for your personal name, compa-
ny name or product name so that you are notified any time these names are mentioned
anywhere on the Internet. Google also has a "Me on the Web" tool that is designed to
notify individuals when their name shows up in new content. These are free services; it
would be unwise not to use them.

There are many alerting services available to you. Here is a short list of options for
consideration.

• Google alerts

• GigaAlerts.com

• Yahoo alerts

• Tweetbeep.com

• Alerts from publishing companies and press release aggregators.

Social Monitoring

If your company is operating in a social ecosystem that is generating an enormous
amount of content and commentary, it's very easy to miss negative content until it's too
late, and you find yourself in the middle of a firestorm. There is a way to deal with this,
but it costs money and time to implement the solution. There are a number of sentiment
detection tools that can be trained to identify negative commentary in blogs, Twitter
streams and user forums. These machine learning tools are very robust, and can parse
information streams in near real-time. An upside to these tools is that they can also
identify positive commentary, which gives you the opportunity to aggregate all the
good things that are being said about you or your company.
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Social Monitoring and Sentiment Detection Tools

• AlchemyAPI: Focus on keyword extraction.

• Attivio: Sentiment analysis in BI / Enterprise search engine environment. 

• Brandseye: Focus on brand monitoring.

• Chatterbox: Analytics API with focus on Social Media text.

• Cision: Social media monitoring.

• Nielsen: Focus on brands.

• OpenDover: Tagging content for sentiment prior to deployment.

• Opfine: Sentiment detection in financial news.

• PeopleBrowsr: Sentiment detection by industry.

• Radian6: Social media monitoring.

• RankSpeed: Focus on Twitter.

• ReputationDefender: Monitoring by industry.

• Saplo: Entity extraction (identify people) with sentiment analysis.

• Sentiment140: Focus on Twitter with Alerts.

• SentimentMetrics: Social media monitoring.

• SocialMention: Search engine with some sentiment detection.

• Text-Processing: Tools for sentiment detection.

• Trackur: Focus on social media, employee and competition monitoring.

• Twelvefold: Focus on blogs, marketing and PR.

• Twitterfeel: Free sentiment detection service, but performance is slow.

• TweetSentiments: API: Focus on marketing campaigns.

• Viralheat: Focus on social media monitoring. 

• VisibleTechnologies: Sentiment analysis by industry.

Some of these services are free, some cost a lot of money. Depending upon your
needs, the free services may be enough. However, if you need to monitor your brand in
real-time, the free services will not meet those requirements.

Reactive Management

Reacting to negative commentary well after the fact can be an exercise in herding cats.
There are so many moving parts that you have to deal with that you will end up react-
ing in a whack-a-mole fashion.
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If you choose to be reactive rather than pro-active, you will require knowledge of,
and will have to work within a number of interrelated disciplines. These will include
many of the following:

• Develop a SEO strategy (search engine optimization) 

• Develop a social media strategy

• Develop a content strategy

• Engaging a law firm

• Understanding search technologies

• Develop a content syndication strategy

• Executing a public relations plan

• Engaging an image consultant

• Hiring a reputation management firm

Rule-of-thumb: This process takes time, especially if you have a marginal
presence on the internet. It will be labor intensive to create the infrastructure
and content needed. Further, the effort will not produce the content quality you
see from other websites that thoughtfully create and deploy content over time. 

There are other problems with reactive reputation management that you may have to
deal with. This includes slow changing search results. Google can find your content
quick enough to index it — this will never be a problem. What can take time is for new
content to show up above the negative content in search results. It can take months to
bury a negative review.

Anonymous Accounts: A second problem is the use of anonymous accounts. People
do create accounts using a pseudo name, and you will have no idea who was behind the
negative commentary. It could be an angry customer, or an unethical competitor. It will
be hard to find out who they really are, and you can't hold the website owner responsi-
ble.

Over-Sharing: A third problem is that of over-sharing — a very common practice in
Twitter and Facebook.  If you can't remember all the places you posted comments on a
particular topic that is now returning negative responses, it will be hard to effectively
counter the problem. Keep track of the Blogs, Groups and Social Media platforms
where you distribute information.

Advice: If you upload a lot of photos and videos, and post comments about
people and your life, and you don't want them to be seen by everybody (i.e.,
your customers), make sure that you have set the correct privacy settings so
that people you don't know are not seeing your private content.
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Countering Negative Attacks

Bottom line, you need a large quantity of positive content to counter negative commen-
tary. To do this you will need a well-developed integrated social infrastructure to deploy
your new content. If you are an individual under attack, the first thing you should do is
claim your domain name (e.g., MarkSprague.com). Second, create a comprehensive bio
about yourself, and link to this bio from your Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter profiles.
Having your name in a URL is very powerful from a search relevancy perspective.

Options Available for Emergency Damage Control

Options available to a company to manage your company and executives' reputations
include:

• Claiming your personal domain name and developing a website with a lot of
good content.

• Create a personal blog and start publishing comprehensive articles.

• Create or expand the company blog, and make sure the name of the company
and executives are worked into the narrative. It's surprising how many company
blogs omit the names of important products and services in a post.

• Encourage executives to develop personal social media profiles. If executives
do not have a LinkedIn profile, encourage them to set one up. LinkedIn does
very well in search results.

• Develop social media profiles for the company in Facebook, Twitter and
LinkedIn — at minimum.

• Review sites are increasingly allowing businesses to respond to reviews. Have
you responded, or ignored them?

• Set up multiple Twitter accounts to provide a voice for the company, and for
each of the company executives. This gives the company the option to drive
new conversations.

• Photo and video sharing. It works! Pictures of executives and pictures of the
company (building, lobby and events) are valuable content in a search index.

• Publish articles using your name or your company name as a byline in industry
publications.

• Content from well-known industry publications tend to do well in search
results. For example, a search on “Mark Sprague” shows that and a major
industry publisher is the second search result.

• Get reviews and testimonials from your existing client base and publish them
on your blog, and do a press release about them.
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Good Reputation Management Requires SEO and Content

Whether you like it or not, search engines are the primary vehicle for finding out infor-
mation about companies, products and people. Search engines do not distinguish
between positive and negative content — they distinguish between quality and poor
content. Quality content is also defined by where it comes from (Websites with authori-
ty), and richness (comprehensiveness). A quality content strategy coupled with a sound
SEO roadmap strategy will provide the foundation for managing your online reputation. 

Common Sense Rules and Advice for Damage Control

• Listen very carefully; do you understand completely why the person is mad at
you or your company?

• Respond quickly and positively to a negative commentary. Thank the person
for the negative feedback. If you really screwed up apologize for the mistake.
What lessons did you learn from this experience?

• Is it appropriate to compensate the individual for your company's mistake?

• Think before you shoot the messenger. Take a few minutes to calm down and
reflect upon the problem before you respond.

• Resist the urge to get into a public shooting match with someone who has way
too much time on their hands. This will simply generate more negative com-
mentary.

• Is the negative comment really a big deal? If you don't respond will it just go
away by the end of the business day? If an individual writes "your company
blows dude" — is this worthy of a response? Probably not. If you do publicly
respond they may answer with a detailed reply. This will be OK if you can get
them to do it privately. 

Rule-of-thumb: Not everybody is going to like you, and there's nothing you
can do about it. 

Final Observation

Identify your brand advocates and reward them. These are all those repeat-customers
who have bought your products and services and love what you do. These people can
do wonders when it comes to burying negative commentary. These are your Reputation
Minutemen, and they can help you manage your brands reputation by generating posi-
tive commentary for you.

More Information About Customer Manufacturing Group

If you would like more information about how to apply a process to improve your
marketing/sales function, simply contact us and we'd be happy to help you get started.
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From sweeping marketing/sales management process strategies to specific branding or
product launch services, Customer Manufacturing Group can help.

If you'd like to learn more about Customer Manufacturing Group, or for a compli-
mentary subscription to Customer Manufacturing Updates, give us a call at (800) 947-
0140, fax us at (408) 727-3949, visit our website at www.customermanufacturing.com,
or e-mail us at info@customermfg.com.

We have offices in major cities in the United States, and our experts travel extensive-
ly throughout the world. If you'd like to schedule a complimentary meeting when we're
in your area, just let us know.
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